CT.LAW Law Enforcement
Essential Discipline Goals
-Develop and apply the technical competency and related academic skills that allow for
economic independence and career satisfaction.
-Acquire the essential learnings and values that foster continued education throughout
life.
-Demonstrate the ability to communicate, solve problems, work individually and in teams
and apply information effectively.
-Develop technological literacy and the ability to adapt to future change.
Standards
Indicators
CT.LAW.10 Explain the history and functions of the components of the criminal justice system.
CT.LAW.10.01 Determine progression throughout history
CT.LAW.10.02 Recognize key events or persons
CT.LAW.10.03 List the functions and goals of each criminal justice system component
CT.LAW.10.04 Identify career positions
CT.LAW.10.05 Make a timeline chart of events, persons and dates
CT.LAW.10.06 Research paper on a career track of a criminal justice position
CT.LAW.20 Determine what constitutes a legal search and seizure.
CT.LAW.20.01 Identify the basic rights and responsibilities
CT.LAW.20.02 Identify significant court cases
CT.LAW.20.03 Determine what is evidence
CT.LAW.20.04 Review what is needed to collect and preserve evidence
CT.LAW.20.05 Present evidence in a moot court situation
CT.LAW.30 Apply the procedures for making a lawful arrest.
CT.LAW.30.01 Identify the basic rights and responsibilities
CT.LAW.30.02 Identify significant court cases
CT.LAW.30.03 Determine probable cause to make an arrest
CT.LAW.30.04 Initiate an arrest
CT.LAW.30.05 Review elements of an arrest
CT.LAW.30.06 Present grounds for an arrest in a moot court situation
CT.LAW.40 Identify, explain and participate in each step in the adjudication process of a criminal case.
CT.LAW.40.01 Distinguish the levels of court and their responsibility
CT.LAW.40.02 Establish proper courtroom demeanor and provide court testimony in a moot
court
CT.LAW.40.03 Observe court room procedures at the District and Circuit court level
CT.LAW.40.04 Write a case synopsis of an actual court case
CT.LAW.40.05 Illustrate the impact of crime on persons and property
CT.LAW.50 Demonstrate effective patrol procedures.
CT.LAW.50.01 Employ effective communication techniques
CT.LAW.50.02 Develop and use a personal health and physical proficiency skills program
CT.LAW.50.03 Determine and employ patrol functions
CT.LAW.50.04 Work as an effective member of a team
CT.LAW.50.05 Participate in role play activities
CT.LAW.50.06 Participate in a ride along
CT.LAW.50.08 Demonstrate proper emergency medical procedures

CT.LAW.50.09 Solve basic and advanced mathematics problems
CT.LAW.50.10 Determine the hazards of operating an emergency vehicle
CT.LAW.50.11 Demonstrate the proper and safe use of firearms
CT.LAW.50.12 Investigate a traffic accident
CT.LAW.60 Conduct an investigation of a crime scene.
CT.LAW.60.01 Determine the confines of a crime scene
CT.LAW.60.02 Identify and collect crime scene evidence
CT.LAW.60.03 Diagram a crime scene
CT.LAW.60.04 Testify on investigation information and facts in a moot court situation
CT.LAW.60.05 Observe testimony in circuit court of presentation of investigative information
and facts
CT.LAW.60.06 Dust for, and lift latent prints
CT.LAW.60.07 Fingerprint other people
CT.LAW.60.08 Compare latent print evidence to fingerprint cards
CT.LAW.70 Identify and describe the functional units within a police department.
CT.LAW.70.01 Explain the levels of command and their general duties for a police department
CT.LAW.70.02 Determine the uses for computers in police functions and their impact
CT.LAW.70.03 Identify the qualifications needed to become a police officer and the procedures
to follow to apply for position
CT.LAW.70.04 Prepare a job analysis of police functions and how they relate to entrance level
requirements
CT.LAW.70.06 Prepare a personnel deployment and beat configuration plan
CT.LAW.80 Determine the duties and responsibilities of the corrections system.
CT.LAW.80.01 Describe the levels of corrections and the treatment provided for detainees
CT.LAW.80.02 Identify the areas of operational control of the inmates and describe their
functions
CT.LAW.80.03 Describe the non-institutional treatment of offenders
CT.LAW.80.04 Observe the operation of different corrections operations and compare the
differences and similarities
CT.LAW.80.05 Identify a program within the correctional system and determine the positive and
negative aspects of the program and suggest correction of the negative aspects
CT.LAW.90 Establish the criteria that would necessitate the implementation of a security program.
CT.LAW.90.01 Determine the level of security program needed for different types of operations
CT.LAW.90.02 Identify breaches of security and determine corrective measures
CT.LAW.90.03 Identify types of operations and where and when to apply them
CT.LAW.90.04 Create a security program for a specific operation
CT.LAW.90.06 Conduct a security survey of a business or production operation and make
recommendations for security operations

